Al Aqsa University, represented by its President and its Board, has the honor to invite all specialist academics at Palestinian, Arab and Foreign universities to participate in this conference. This conference will take place at Al - Aqsa University- Gaza, between 4 - 6 April 2006. Arabic and English are the languages used at the conference due to the requirements of researches and specification areas of researchers.

The university will publish researches previously subjugated to the publishing instructions and manuscript submission commonly followed in the arbitration of researches by the Deanship of the Scientific Research, Al- Aqsa University.

1. CONFERENCE AIMS

This conference aims to raise a collection of central issues of the conceptual treatise in verse of the text in terms of the text’s genres, forms, sciences, analytical and interpretative methods, reciting theories, intellectualization and reconnaissance levels, whether in Arabic, English literatures, criticism, linguistics, grammars, or in sociology, history, politics, media, education, Islamic studies and other human sciences.

The conference also aims to highlight the mechanism of understanding the text and its genesis clarity and aesthetics argumentation along with disclosing the capable visionaries to invest all knowledge tools and its pivots, making of them a highly-treasured creative means. It goes without saying that this conference aims at bringing a state of fruitful scientific continuum amongst researchers regardless of the differences of their sciences, ideas, origins, languages and nationalities.

Prof. Ali Zeead Abu Zohri - President of the Conference
Dr. Mousa Abu Daga - Head of the Conference Preparatory Committee

1.1 THE FIRST ITEM : Analysis, Interpretation and Context

This item deals with the theories of analysis and interpretation and their ability to understand texts, according to tools and procedures that relatively differ in the ability of controlling the text. This item includes:
- The directions of analysis and the text code.
- The linguistic and grammatical structure and the argumentation of interpretation.
- Textual transformations.
- Referent and referee: presence and absence

1.2 THE SECOND ITEM : Text Strategy and the Levels of Interpretation

This item focuses on the relativity of sending and receiving and their argumentation in the components and margins of the text. This item deals with:
- The manifestations of intellectualization and recalling of memory.
- The power of text and the relativity of reciting.
- Text aesthetics from several perspectives.
- The open text and the fall of nations
- The formulated text.
1.3 THE THIRD ITEM: Text and Levels of Reading
- Critic and texts understanding.
- Poet as critic.
- Reading varieties.

1.4 THE FOURTH ITEM: History, Event, Vision, and Formulation
This item focuses on:
- The philosophy of historical texts and the importance of documentation and analysis.
- History strategy and multi-mirrors.
- Historical text: memory and knowledge institutionalism.
- Reading history through different perspectives.

1.5 THE FIFTH ITEM: Orientalist Text and Identity Difference
- Text interpretation, constant changing and stating the changeable.
- Quranic text, prophetic sayings and orientalist interpretation.
- The philosophy of the orientalist logic of history text.

1.6 THE SIXTH ITEM: Political Texts: Media Interpretation
- Arab political texts levels and the variety of readings.
- Poets and politicians: convergence and divergence.
- Media text in Al-Aqsa Intifada.
- Media texts and their reflections on the community structure.

1.7 THE SEVENTH ITEM: Art Drawing: The philosophy of creativity and recitation interpretation
- Art drawing and the expansion of insights.
- Sculpture and the mechanism of continuity.
- The transformations of visual text and the variety of readings.
- The cover painting: artistic formulation and the referential concept.

1.8 THE EIGHTH ITEM: Understanding jurisprudence texts: analysis between interpretation and application
- The inimitability of the Quranic and prophetic texts.
- Prophetic texts between analysis and application.
- The interpretation of jurisprudence texts and their impact on belief, thought and jurisprudence differences.
- Understanding jurisprudence texts in the light of the current reality.

1.9 THE NINTH ITEM: Knowledge structure and understanding texts through educational perspective
- The psychological analysis of the text structure.
- The psychological and social structure of the text.
- The educational strategies of understanding texts.
- The educational origin of understanding scientific texts.
- Analysis of educational statement.

2. INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTHORS
- Researches must be written in Arabic or English language.
- Researchers should be committed with the scientific methodology commonly used in preparing researches.
- Research should be not more than 30 pages, size A4, and author should submit one paper copy of the manuscript and an electronic copy on a floppy disk 3.5 or a CD, which should be typed using the Microsoft Word Processor. Manuscripts could be sent via Email: foart@alaqsa.edu.ps or drmousa@alaqsa.edu.ps.
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- Researcher is required to send abstracts during the deadline. Abstract should not be more than one page in Arabic and translated into English or vice versa.
- A detailed background pertaining to the researcher’s resume and career in no more than one page.
- Researches previously delivered to conferences or were approved to be published in scientific journals are declined.
- Abstracts and researches will be refereed and then the researcher will be briefed on the results of the assessments.
- Deadlines are:
  - 01 August, 2005 for abstracts
  - 01 January, 2006 for receiving complete researches.
  - 01 March, 2006 for notification of approval of researches after being refereed.
- The best research of each item of the main conference pivots will be awarded US 500$.

The conference expenses of participants from outside Palestine will be covered by the university; accommodation and travel expenses will be provided to participants from outside Palestine. Those who are disable to join the sessions of conference, they can participate via (Video Conference).

2.1 Research Writing Method and Documentation
Researches that are uniquely characterized by originality and seriousness in the various subjects of the conference are accepted in both Arabic and English.
Researches must be computer-typed, paper size A4, using the Microsoft Word Processor.

- **Arabic language copy**
  - Font: Simplified Arabic.
  - Font Size: 14 (Bold) of major titles, 13 font size (Bold) for minor titles and 12 font size (normal) for the article text. Manuscripts should be typed in a single-spaced format.

- **English language copy**
  - Font: Times New Roman.
  - Font Size: 14 (Bold) of major title, 13 (Bold) of minor titles and 12 normal for article text and page numbering. Manuscripts should be typed in a single-space format. **Margins:** 5 cm up, 5 cm down, 4 cm right, 4 cm left. The cover page should include research title in Arabic and English, the researcher’s name in Arabic and English, academic title, job, postal address and e-mail address in around one page.

- Research title and abstract should be in Arabic and English within one page. The research text should include introduction, results, discussions, and references. Tables, figures and photos should be included through the research material.

For further information on researches writing method and documentation, please see the publication instructions in **Al-Aqsa University journal**:

Contact us at the following address:
Al-Aqsa University –Faculty of Art,
Dr. Mousa I. Abu Dagga
Head of the Conference Preparatory Committee Gaza-Palestine
P.O. Box 7048.

Tele / Fax 009708-2068209
Email: foart@alaqsa.edu.ps
dmousa@alaqsa.edu.ps, dmousa2000@yahoo.com
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